PRECISION MAKES ITS PRESENCE KNOWN.

The head-turning presence and performance of the mid-engine marvel can be pushed even further with Corvette Accessories. The only accessories designed, engineered, tested and backed for the iconic Stingray.

Make your statement with next-level personalization, and create what you’ve always dreamed possible.

Visit chevrolet.com/accessories or see your dealer today.
No Corvette should look the same. With Corvette Accessories, you can build your own legacy with exterior options that have been integrated into the vehicle at the design stage for fit, appearance and compatibility.

BUILD YOUR OWN LEGACY.
FUNCTIONAL BEAUTY.

These carbon fiber elements can help take the looks and performance of your Corvette to the next level.

1 GROUND EFFECTS KIT IN VISIBLE CARBON FIBER
Create a dramatic, ground-hugging appearance for your Corvette. Made of carbon fiber and developed by Chevrolet engineers who know your vehicle best, this Ground Effects Kit can help create additional downforce and reduce air pressure underneath your vehicle, resulting in reduced drag, improved performance and increased traction. Includes front splitter and side rocker panel moldings. Also available in Carbon Fiber Painted Carbon Flash Metallic and Black.

2 GRILLE INSERTS IN VISIBLE CARBON FIBER
Add a distinctive appearance to your Corvette. The visible carbon fiber finish provides a customized look.

3 MIRROR CAPS IN VISIBLE CARBON FIBER
Give your vehicle a stylish and personalized look.

4 VISIBLE CARBON FIBER ROOF BOW
Make a more powerful statement with this super lightweight one-piece Roof Bow that has been meticulously handcrafted to match other high-performance visible carbon fiber components on your Corvette. The visible carbon fiber offers exceptional strength, durability and a race-inspired appearance. Also available with Arctic White trim, Elkhart Lake Blue trim and Torch Red trim.

5 HIGH WING SPOILER IN VISIBLE CARBON FIBER
Enhance the performance and intensify the design of your Corvette with this High Wing Spoiler. When installed with the Ground Effects Package from Chevrolet Accessories, it increases total downforce up to 60 lbs. of force at 180 MPH compared to Z51.

6 EXTERIOR TRIM KIT IN VISIBLE CARBON FIBER
Super lightweight, this trim kit has been meticulously handcrafted to match other carbon fiber components on your Corvette. This replacement kit for your factory intake scoop trim and door handle trim has been engineered to meet the high standards of Corvette performance. The visible carbon fiber offers exceptional strength and durability.

Available Q4 2021.
1 GROUND EFFECTS KIT IN BLACK
Precision built for a perfect fit. These mold-in-color Ground Effects help protect your Corvette from stone impingement and other damage. Includes front splitter and rocker panel moldings.

2 HIGH WING SPOILERS
Enhance the performance and intensify the design of your Corvette. This spoiler, when installed with a Ground Effects Package from Chevrolet Accessories, increases total downforce up to 25 lbs. of force at 180 MPH compared to Z51.
MAK E YO UR M ARK .

1 FENDER HASH MARKS
These premium decals are made of vinyl and feature adhesive backing for easy and long-lasting application. Available in Carbon Flash Metallic with Edge Red Accents; in Edge Red with Carbon Flash Accents; and in Midnight Silver with Carbon Flash Accents.

2 CORVETTE SCRIPT REAR EMBLEM
Add a personalized feel to your Corvette. Script Emblem is designed to either perfectly color match with your Corvette’s exterior or complement a different exterior color. Available in Torch Red, Arctic White and Elkhart Lake Blue Metallic.

3 STINGRAY R GRAPHICS PACKAGE
A race-inspired appearance is offered with this graphics package. Features tone-on-tone center hood stripe in Black with Jake logo/Corvette Racing script and two bodyside Stingray R graphics to give your Corvette a custom high-performance look.

4 TRANSPARENT REMOVABLE ROOF PANEL
Open road meets the open air. This one-piece roof panel is made of durable polycarbonate material that allows natural light into your Corvette. Installs easily using the same latch as your factory roof panel. When not in use, a custom storage bag (sold separately) provides quality storage.

5 FRONT SPLASH GUARDS IN BLACK
Add more visual appeal while helping to shield your Corvette from mud, gravel, road splash and protect it from road debris. Sold in a pair of two for the front wheel openings. Rear Splash Guards in Black sold separately.
Enhance the look of your wheels with Center Caps, designed for fit, appearance and capability. Made of durable material that resists corrosion, this is an accessory that’s easy to install and perfect for customization.

**PERSONALIZE YOUR CORVETTE WITH WHEELS**

That are validated to exact specifications.

---

19X8.5-INCH AND 20X11-INCH ALUMINUM 5-TRIDENT SPOKE REAR WHEELS IN BLACK

---

TURN ON PRECISION.

1 Use only GM-approved tire and wheel combinations. See chevrolet.com/accessories for important wheel and tire information or see your dealer.
PROTECT YOUR MASTERPIECE.

1 PREMIUM INDOOR CAR COVER IN BLACK WITH EMBOSSED CROSSED FLAGS LOGO

Protect the exterior of your Corvette from dust and debris with a custom-fit Indoor Car Cover. It’s constructed of lightweight, easy-to-handle material that helps keep away abrasive particles while also allowing moisture to evaporate. Storage bag included. Comes with or without Access Panels.

2 PREMIUM OUTDOOR CAR COVER IN GRAY WITH STINGRAY SILHOUETTE AND ACCESS PANELS

Custom-car cover designed for your vehicle with Access Panels for quick access to the front and rear cargo areas of your Corvette without the need to take the full cover off your vehicle. Includes storage bag with the Corvette Script for easy storage. Also available with the Corvette Silhouette.

3 PREMIUM INDOOR CAR COVERS WITH FULLY RENDERED CORVETTE C8.R

Help protect the exterior finish of your Corvette Stingray with this Corvette Racing-inspired Premium Indoor Car Cover with Fully Rendered C8.R. This cover was designed with the Corvette Performance Enthusiast in mind to help bring a sense of the Corvette Racing Team into your garage. Constructed of lightweight, easy-to-handle material, this car cover is designed for indoor use and helps protect against dust and debris. Available in Accelerate Yellow or Hypersonic Gray. Storage bag included. Available for vehicles with and without accessory High Wing Spoiler.
Make cleaning your Corvette fun, faster and more effective with this easy-to-use kit. Whether you are heading out to a car show or off to the track, Adam’s Polishes helps keep your vehicle looking its very best.

Help maintain the right battery charge for reliable starts and improved battery health. This Battery Conditioner is compact for easy storage and compatible with a lithium-ion battery. Includes storage bag.

Help prevent scrapes and scratches to the rear of your vehicle while loading and unloading cargo. This durable protector also easily rolls up for quick storage when not in use.
Engineered to fit. Designed to match. The brand that knows your Corvette best offers a full lineup of protection, appearance and convenience accessories you won’t find anywhere else.
**CORVETTE ACCESSORIES**

1 PREMIUM CARPETED FLOOR MATS IN JET BLACK WITH TORCH RED STITCHING
Help protect your Corvette from water, debris and everyday use. The premium carpet design enhances the appearance of the interior of your Corvette, while the Corvette silhouette adds a customized look and feel. Set includes driver and front-passenger mats. Also available with Jet Black, Gray or Natural Tan stitching.

2 PREMIUM ALL-WEATHER FLOOR LINERS IN JET BLACK WITH CROSSED FLAGS LOGO
Precision engineered to meet the exact fit and appearance standards of your interior, these premium Floor Liners have deep-patterned, molded grooves that help channel mud, snow and water away from vehicle carpeting. Other features include a 3-dimensional design, a high-friction backing for outstanding traction and molded edges to help protect all sides of the footwells inside your Corvette.

3 CARGO LINERS IN JET BLACK (AVAILABLE FOR COUPE AND CONVERTIBLE MODELS)
Made of easy-to-clean, durable material, protect the front and rear cargo area floors of your Corvette from spills, leaks and stains with this Cargo Liner. Features embossed Jake Racing logo for a more customized look. Front Cargo Liner included.

—

**TAILORED TO YOU.**
TRAVEL FIRST-CLASS.

1 TWO-PIECE PREMIUM LEATHER TRAVEL BAGS IN JET BLACK WITH CROSSED FLAGS LOGO
Show off your Corvette passion to the world and arrive in style with this Travel Bag set. Incorporates perforated leather and detailed stitching that match with the high-level craftsmanship of your interior. Designed to fit in either front or rear cargo areas. Single premium leather travel bag also available for individual purchase.

2 COLLAPSIBLE CARGO ORGANIZER WITH CROSSED FLAGS LOGO
Keep the cargo area of your Corvette neat and organized and help prevent items from shifting. The Cargo Organizer also conveniently folds briefcase-style with snap closures for easy storage and transportation.

3 CARGO NET SET
Small- to medium-sized cargo can be easily transported and secured in the cargo area of your Corvette with the Cargo Net Set. Made from high-quality and flexible material, the netting design keeps items from shifting while in transit. Comes with two nets to help protect items in both the front and rear cargo areas.
Chevrolet Performance has parts designed to help fuel the passion of Corvette owners. For more information, visit chevrolet.com/performance.
POWER ON DISPLAY.

6.2L ENGINE COVER IN EDGE RED OR STERLING SILVER

Elevate the underhood appearance of your Corvette to the next level with the one-piece Engine Cover. While it provides protection for your engine from dirt and debris, it also augments the mid-engine of your Corvette with a stylish upgrade. Features a Grained Insert with Embossed Corvette Lettering along with the Crossed Flags logo.
CELEBRATE WINNING.

2022 CORVETTE STINGRAY IMSA GTLM CHAMPIONSHIP EDITION

This special edition supercar celebrates the dominance of Corvette Racing. Based on the 3LT trim with the Z51 Performance Package, it is available in an Accelerate Yellow No. 3 edition that features Gray graphics or a Hypersonic Gray No. 4 edition that features Yellow accents. Other features include a High Wing Spoiler in Carbon Flash, Yellow Brake Calipers, Black Trident–designed Wheels with Center Caps, featuring the Jake logo, Exterior Mirrors in Carbon Flash, Black Side Rockers and Splash Guards. Only 1,000 will be produced.
CORVETTE ACCESSORIES

Most Chevrolet Parts and Accessories sold and installed on a Chevrolet vehicle by a Chevrolet Dealer or a Chevrolet-approved Accessory Distributor/Installer (ADI) before delivery to the customer are covered under the applicable limited warranty. If Chevrolet Accessories are installed after vehicle delivery, or are replaced under the New Vehicle Limited Warranty, they will be covered, parts and labor, for the longer of the following: a) 12 months/12,000 miles (whichever comes first), or b) the balance of the applicable portion of the New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Chevrolet Parts sold over the counter, or those not requiring installation, will continue to receive the standard Chevrolet Dealer Parts Warranty of 12 months from the date of purchase, regardless of miles. Chevrolet warranties do not apply to Associated Accessories. See your dealer for details. This Chevrolet brochure features accessories that are designed, engineered, tested, and backed by Chevrolet. An additional offering of Associated Accessories is also available which are engineered, tested and backed by third-party manufacturers. The Associated Accessories symbol denotes that the accessory is engineered and sourced by third-party companies, each with its own individual warranty coverage.